
Two Goals for Last Lecture
(1) A few words about usefulness of these strange 

features of QM (entanglement et cetera)

(2) Just so you don’t feel cheated, a few words about the 
zoo of subatomic particles, antimatter, et cetera -- not 
so much “concepts” as “botany1”...

1- (with apologies.  Physicists can’t help making fun of botany, which we like 
to misinterpret as “memorizing the names of flowers.”)

Reminder: office hrs tomorrow for 
review (could schedule another if 
demand indicates...)
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Classical Cryptography

The only provably secure way to send 
secrets:

• the "one-time pad."  Alice and
Bob share a random "key", which is 
AS LONG AS THE ENTIRE 
MESSAGE.

They never reuse it.  (Soviets made this 
mistake.)

Problem: How to be sure "Eve" didn't 
get a copy of the key?
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The Bennett-Brassard Protocol (1984)
Heisenberg to the rescue!
Photons have "polarisation"

 You can measure whether 
 one is         or 
 OR you can measure
 whether it's         or 

 But if it's 
 and you measure HV, the
 result is random; and
 vice versa.

Eve can't know in advance which axis 
to measure along... and if
she guesses wrong, she destroys the 
correlations Alice & Bob test.
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Quantum communications

• Measurement disturbance -> if Eve measures the unknown quantity, there is a 
detectable effect
• Incompatible observables -> there is always at least one unknown quantity
• No-cloning -> she can’t just make a second copy and wait to measure later
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A good excuse for a junket!
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One slight problem: “side channels”
the device that operated the switch in the first 
demonstration was so noisy that the system was only 
“secure against an eavesdropper who happened to 
be blind and deaf”
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Solution: Ekert Protocol

In any basis, Alice and Bob see correlated (opposite) results.
They can construct a key just as in the Bennett-Brassard ’84 protocol

They can use Bell Inequalities to test that their photons are entangled

Recall what BI’s really test: could you explain your results with local 
hidden variables?
Well, if Eve had measured the photons, each would have “collapsed” to
the outcome of some measurement.  Eve has the hidden variable.
If BI’s are violated, you know Eve has no information, side channels or not!
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This random string of bits can be 
used as a secret key...
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Quantum Cryptography
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A few words about Quantum Computation...

People like Richard Feynman
and David Deutsch realized that
the "uncertain" state of a 
quantum computer could actually
be useful... 
If it doesn't know what state it's
in, maybe it can be in all of them
at the same time... and then solve
many possible problems all at
once?!

(Yes and no, but Deutsch – and
later Shor – showed there were
at least some clever things to do.)
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Quantum Computation?
Some problems (like factoring large numbers) are "exponentially
hard" on classical computers [as far as we know] – this means that
every time you make the number one digit longer, the problem
takes twice [for example] as long for a computer to solve.

This is why your credit card # is (maybe) secure when you
send it over the internet!

But there are countless examples throughout history of people
who thought their codes were secure, but learned otherwise
(see  Simon Singh's "The Code Book").

Feynman noticed that figuring out what a quantum system is going 
to do is also exponentially hard...  does that mean that (unlike 
classical computers), the quantum system is “powerful” enough to 
“simulate” these other hard problems?! !    
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Quantum Larceny?
Peter Shor showed about eighteen years ago that if a computer were
in a quantum state (completely uncertain), it could break the
classical code (“RSA”) based on factoring products of primes.
! !    

No solution but quantum cryptography!
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Quantum computing so far...

This is a small fragment of the "quantum logic circuit"
which was used a few years back to prove 15 . . .=   3     •     5         !(±1) (±1) •
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In a few more years?

Wineland’s ion-trap
quantum computers

Today

(Note: entanglement is the key)
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The “standard model” (mostly)
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The “standard model” (mostly)
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The “standard model” (mostly)
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Murray
Gell-Mann

The “standard model” (mostly)
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The “standard model” (mostly)
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Why does “high-energy physics” = 
“particle physics” ?

Uncertainty principle:
things confined to small
regions may have very
large momenta -> high
energies.

It takes a lot of energy to 
build a good “microscope.”
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Matter is electrons + 
protons (quarks) + neutrons (quarks).

1936: studying cosmic rays, 
people found particles which 
behaved just like electrons, 
but hundreds of times 
heavier:  “muons.”

1937: atomic physicist I. I. Rabi 
asks “who ordered that?”
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How to do QM and relativity?
Wait a minute:

in relativity, space & time are like two aspects of one thing; they 
need to be treated “symmetrically.”

But QM said “there is some Ψ(x) given at t=0; find it for other t.”

Not symmetric.

Schrödinger found a symmetric equation, but it gave the wrong 
answers (turns out to be correct for “pions,” not for electrons, I 
think).

1928 - Dirac finds one that works.

But a problem...
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Symmetry of x & t
The Schrödinger equation starts from the idea that the energy depends 
on momentum squared (kinetic energy goes up by 4 if velocity doubles)

It turns out that Energy has to do with time (the frequency of the wave) 
and Momentum has to do with space (the wavelength).

To by symmetric, the equation should either relate E2 and P2 or               
E and P, but certainly not E and P2 ! 
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Remember relativity...
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The “symmetric” solution

But wait a second: things always flow to lower-energy states.
If there are negative energy states, with E all the way down to
–infinity, then why doesn’t everything run off to infinity??
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Dirac sea?
Energy

...

Pauli exclusion principle

(Does a fish know 
what water is?)
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Only when it’s missing!

  electron
& proton?

NO! Two photons (energy) generate
matter (electron+positron)

An electron and its antiparticle
annihilate (turn into pure 
energy, a pair of photons)
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Gamma rays observed from solar flares
511 keV = the electron mass divided by c2!
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Problems...
Mass (Higgs?)
Gravity (string theory?  loop quantum gravity?)
Symmetries (why these tiny violations of symmetry)?
Why these particular particles, masses, charges,...?
And, of course, flightless waterfowl:
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Summary
“There is more on Heaven and Earth, Horatio, than is dreamt of 
in your philosophy.”

But that’s not a reason to try to learn as much as we can about
it and, whenever possible, to make sense of it.

This (not “calculating things,” let alone building things) is the
project of physics.  (Though we’re kind of chuffed if what we 
find out also turns out to be useful, naturally!)
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